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Some elderly appear to resist age-related decline in cognitive functions, but the neural correlates of successful cognitive aging are not well
known. Here, older human participants from a longitudinal study were classified as successful or average relative to the mean attrition-
corrected cognitive development across 15–20 years in a population-based sample (n � 1561). Fifty-one successful elderly and 51
age-matched average elderly (mean age: 68.8 years) underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging while performing an episodic
memory face–name paired-associates task. Successful older participants had higher BOLD signal during encoding than average partic-
ipants, notably in the bilateral PFC and the left hippocampus (HC). The HC activation of the average, but not the successful, older group
was lower than that of a young reference group (n � 45, mean age: 35.3 years). HC activation was correlated with task performance, thus
likely contributing to the superior memory performance of successful older participants. The frontal BOLD response pattern might
reflect individual differences present from young age. Additional analyses confirmed that both the initial cognitive level and the slope of
cognitive change across the longitudinal measurement period contributed to the observed group differences in BOLD signal. Further, the
differences between the older groups could not be accounted for by differences in brain structure. The current results suggest that one
mechanism behind successful cognitive aging might be preservation of HC function combined with a high frontal responsivity. These
findings highlight sources for heterogeneity in cognitive aging and may hold useful information for cognitive intervention studies.

Introduction
Aging is accompanied by an average decline in mental abilities
such as processing speed, attention, and episodic memory
(Schaie, 1994; Verhaeghen and Salthouse, 1997; Rönnlund et al.,
2005). However, there is substantial heterogeneity in cognitive
aging trajectories (Christensen et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2002),
with some individuals showing minimal or no decline (Habib et
al., 2007). Predictors of successful cognitive aging include high
educational attainment, good health, large social network, and
lifestyle and genetic factors (Barnes et al., 2007; Habib et al., 2007;
Yaffe et al., 2009; Josefsson et al., 2012). However, despite exten-
sive literature on the neural correlates of cognitive decline in
aging (Buckner, 2004), the neural bases of successful aging re-
main unclear.

Successfully aged individuals could have maintained brain in-
tegrity (Nyberg et al., 2012), thus being spared from structural
and functional alterations of the PFC and MTL that typically

accompany age-related cognitive decline (Golomb et al., 1994;
Rajah and D’Esposito, 2005; Persson et al., 2012). Successful ag-
ing could also be enabled by an innate or acquired resilience to
brain pathology, such as cognitive (Stern, 2009) or brain (Satz,
1993) reserve. Few neuroimaging studies have explicitly investi-
gated successful aging, but elderly participants have been charac-
terized as cognitively high or low performing. Commonly,
greater brain activation in elderly, especially in the PFC, is
correlated with higher cognitive performance (Eyler et al.,
2011), which has been interpreted as compensatory recruit-
ment to maintain performance. However, contradicting re-
sults have been found (Persson et al., 2006) and, for areas such
as the MTL, the results are inconsistent (Eyler et al., 2011).
Further, consistent with the notion of brain maintenance,
some studies instead indicate more youth-like brain activation
patterns in high-performing elderly (Waiter et al., 2008; Düzel
et al., 2011).

The mixed findings may stem from inadequate or inconsistent
definitions of successful aging. Defining successfully aged as the
top-performing individuals in an elderly sample is inadequate
because it ignores performance levels of younger individuals, and
definitions relative to the performance of younger persons might
be biased by cohort effects (Rönnlund et al., 2005). Longitudinal
designs are advocated for studying both usual aging (Raz and
Lindenberger, 2011) and successful aging (Fiocco and Yaffe,
2010). Such designs, however, also face challenges such as selec-
tive attrition and psychometric artifacts. The latter include ceiling
and floor effects, regression toward the mean artifacts, and mea-
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surement scales with varying sensitivity to change at different
levels (Proust-Lima et al., 2007).

Here we addressed some of these issues by defining successful
aging relative to the average, attrition-corrected episodic mem-
ory development in a large population-based sample (n � 1561;
Nilsson et al., 1997). Successfully aged individuals were identified
with a statistical classification method (Little, 1995; Josefsson et
al., 2012) and the neural correlates of successful aging were inves-
tigated with fMRI in a subsample of elderly (n � 102). We fo-
cused on areas important for episodic memory and with a
documented sensitivity to aging: the MTL and the PFC (Golomb
et al., 1994; Rajah and D’Esposito, 2005; Persson et al., 2012).

Materials and Methods
Participants and selection procedures. The data reported in the present
study were derived from three samples from the longitudinal,
population-based Betula study (Nilsson et al., 1997). Samples 1 and 3
were recruited at the first and second measurement points, respectively
(T1: 1988 –1990 and T2: 1993–1995) and formed the basis for the statis-
tical classification model described below. At recruitment, the samples
comprised 1000 individuals each, with subjects evenly distributed over
10 age cohorts ranging from 35 to 80 years of age and approximately even
gender distributions (full sample characteristics are given by Nilsson et
al., 1997). These samples had been followed longitudinally for 15–20
years and cognitively tested every fifth year. In connection with the fifth
measurement point, T5 (2008 –2010) in Betula, 292 participants from
Samples 1 and 3 were scanned with structural and functional MRI. An
additional 83 participants from a new sample (sample 6, recruited at T5)
were also included in the imaging study, adding up to 375 persons in
total. Participation in the imaging sample was randomly offered to par-
ticipants who had completed cognitive testing at T5 until a pre-allotted
number of slots were filled, which were stratified by age and gender.

The final groups, on which the imaging analyses were based, are pre-
sented in the Results section. The successful aging group consisted of all
elderly participants in the imaging sample who had been classified as
cognitive maintainers in our previous study (Josefsson et al., 2012; clas-
sification procedures described below) and did not meet the exclusion
criteria described in the next paragraph. The control group consisted of
participants who were classified as having average cognitive development
over 15–20 years, and these were age-matched person by person to the
included successful agers. Selection of participants from the imaging
sample into the average control group was based on the shortest stan-
dardized Euclidian distance to the average baseline cognitive test score
and the average slope of cognitive change. This metric was calculated for
each age cohort in the full Betula sample (1954 participant baseline scores
and the slopes of 1561 participants with two or more measurements).
This procedure ensured that the most representative participants (i.e.,
those closest to the average baseline score and slope) from the imaging
sample were selected into the control group. Whenever a participant with
the shortest Euclidian distance met any of the exclusion criteria, the
person with the next shortest distance was selected instead. In addition to
the two elderly groups, fMRI data from a young reference group were
used to interpret the group differences between the successful and aver-
age elderly. This group included data from all participants in the imaging
sample who did not meet exclusion criteria and were 45 years of age or
younger.

Before imaging analyses, 24 successful agers were excluded for the
following reasons: problems with visual acuity (n � 4), poor-quality
structural T1 image preventing satisfactory normalization (e.g., outlier
status, or missing data; n � 6), not fulfilling preestablished performance
criteria for the scanner task (�42% correct responses and �50% missing
responses; n � 9), and health-related issues or remarks from the radiol-
ogist screening the structural scans for abnormities (n � 5). Further, 29
participants classified as having average cognitive development were
omitted from the average control group for the following reasons: not
reaching performance criteria (n� 26), problems with visual acuity (n �
2), and misunderstanding the scanner task (n � 1). An additional average
participant was excluded after preliminary imaging analyses due to out-

lier status across all voxels/clusters. The young group was subjected to the
same exclusion criteria as the older groups, but only one young partici-
pant had to be excluded due to a technical problem with response
collection.

All included participants were in good general health, without major
neurological impairments or diagnoses, and had normal, or corrected to
normal, vision. Participants signed a written informed consent form and
were financially compensated for their participation. The study was ap-
proved by the local ethics board at Umeå University.

Cognitive measures and classification of cognitive change. Cognitive
change was assessed with a composite of five episodic memory scores,
measured at 5-year intervals during 20 years of the Betula study (Nilsson
et al., 1997). The composite consisted of: (1) immediate free recall of 16
imperative verb–noun sentences that were enacted by the participant, (2)
delayed cued recall of nouns from the previously enacted sentences, (3)
immediate free recall of 16 verbally and visually presented verb–noun
sentences, (4) delayed cued recall of nouns from the previously presented
sentences, and (5) immediate free recall of 12 verbally presented nouns.
Testing procedures remained constant across measurement occasions
and full details have been given previously (Nilsson et al., 1997).

The statistical classification procedures have previously been de-
scribed in full detail (Josefsson et al., 2012) and encompassed baseline
memory scores of all 1954 participants in Samples 1 and 3 from the
Betula study and the slopes of 1561 participants with two or more mea-
surement points. The slopes (i.e., linear rates of cognitive change over
15–20 years) were computed for each participant through ordinary least-
squares regression of the episodic memory composite on time. The
slopes and baseline scores were then entered into a random-effects
pattern-mixture model (Little, 1995) to estimate an attrition-
corrected average memory development in each of 10 age cohorts in
our full sample.

Significant negative correlations between baseline level and rate of
change in our cognitive scores were observed for every age cohort (with r
ranging from �0.22 to �0.43) in the Betula samples. Individuals starting
with high levels of performance tended to display more decline, whereas
individuals with low initial performance seemed to improve or decline
less rapidly. Rather than being indicative of true biological processes,
these associations likely reflect a combination of statistical and psycho-
metric artifacts, such as regression toward the mean or functional floor
and ceiling effects (Salthouse, 2012), or that the tests have varying sensi-
tivity to change depending on the level of the scale (Proust-Lima et al.,
2007). For the purposes of our classification, this entails that a zero or
positive slope alone is not an adequate definition of successful aging,
because that would lead to an overrepresentation of individuals with
apparent improvement from a low level in the successful aging group.
Therefore, we wanted to define a successful ager as a person with a mod-
erate/high initial memory score and a better than average slope for a
given baseline score.

Therefore, each participant was classified based on how his/her initial
baseline memory score and estimated rate of change compared with the
average for his/her age cohort as estimated from the pattern-mixture
model. To obtain an outcome measure that accounted for both initial
level and slope of change in memory scores, we used the predicted final
score as a cutoff measure because the predicted final score, by definition,
is a linear combination of the baseline score plus rate of change multi-
plied by time in the study (i.e., 15 or 20 years). This allowed us to consider
cognitive performance across the entire 15–20 years that the participants
had been followed in our definition of successful aging. All individuals
with predicted final scores greater than 1 SD from the estimated average
score in each respective age cohort were classified as successful agers
(denoted as “maintainers” in Josefsson et al., 2012). Individuals with
final scores below 1 SD from the average were classified as decliners and
excluded from the present study. The remaining participants were
classified as average and formed the basis for the average control
group in the imaging analyses. The reason for not including the de-
cliners in subsequent analyses was that only seven decliners remained
in our imaging sample after applying the exclusion criteria. These
individuals were also, on average, 8.1 years younger than the success-
ful agers in the sample.
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In the current application of our statistical classification model, and in
contrast to our previous study (Josefsson et al., 2012), separate models
were estimated for each sample (831 persons in Sample 1, and 730 in
Sample 3) because the samples had different numbers of measurement
points.

In-scanner memory task. Participants performed a face–name paired-
associates task (Kauppi et al., 2011; Persson et al., 2011; Salami et al.,
2012b) implemented in E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools).
This task comprised of blocks of encoding and retrieval and an active
baseline task involving simple perceptual discrimination (e.g., subjects
had to press a button when the fixation cross was replaced by a circle).
Encoding stimuli were photographs of unfamiliar faces presented sepa-
rately, together with a common first name. In the retrieval blocks, the
previously presented faces reappeared together with three letters. Partic-
ipants were instructed to indicate the correct first letter of the name by
pressing one of three buttons. If unsure, they were instructed to guess.
Presentation time was 4 s per face in both encoding and retrieval condi-
tions, with 1.5– 4.5 s randomized interstimulus intervals (allowing for
both event-related and blocked analyses). The mean duration between
encoding and retrieval of a given face was 85.1 s (SD � 26.1). A total of 24
face–name pairs were presented throughout the task, which lasted �10
min. Block and stimulus order was pseudorandomized and constant
across all participants. Before scanning, participants were familiarized
with the task by completing a short practice version of it.

The scanner task was presented to the participants on a computer
screen, seen through a tilted mirror on the head coil. Responses were
collected on a scanner-compatible response pad. Participants were given
headphones and earplugs to dampen scanner noise, and cushions inside
the head coil minimized head movements.

MRI acquisition. Structural and functional imaging was performed on
a 3 tesla General Electric scanner equipped with a 32 channel head coil.
Functional data were acquired with a gradient echoplanar imaging se-
quence (37 transaxial slices, thickness: 3.4 mm, gap: 0.5 mm, TR 2000 ms,
TE 30 ms, flip angle 80°, field of view 25 � 25 cm). To allow for progres-
sive saturation of the fMRI signal, 10 dummy scans were collected and
discarded before experimental image acquisition. High-resolution T1-
weighted structural images were collected with a 3D fast spoiled gradient
echo sequence (180 slices with a 1 mm thickness, TR 8.2 ms, TE 3.2 ms,
flip angle 12°, field of view 25 � 25 cm). Finally, white matter integrity
was assessed with a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) T2-weighted spin-
echoplanar sequence (64 slices, TR 8000 ms, TE 84.4 ms, flip angle
90°, field of view 25 � 25 cm, b � 1000 s/mm 2; six B0 images were
collected). Images were acquired in three repetitions, with 32 inde-
pendent directions.

Data preprocessing and analysis. Preprocessing and analysis of imaging
data were done in SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Science,
Functional Imaging Laboratory, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) im-
plemented in MATLAB 7.11 (MathWorks). Batching of analyses, visual-
ization, and extraction of median parameter estimates across clusters
were performed with software developed inhouse (DataZ).

Functional data. The fMRI data were preprocessed to correct for dif-
ferences in within-volume slice acquisition times and head movement
(by realignment and unwarping). The functional images were coregis-
tered to each participant’s structural T1 image. First-order statistical
analyses were set up, using voxelwise general linear models with the
experimental conditions (i.e., encoding, retrieval, and baseline) as re-
gressors, modeled as boxcars, and convolved with the standard hemody-
namic response function. An event-related control analysis was also
performed for the encoding condition, including only subsequently re-
membered items. For this analysis, trials were categorized based on re-
sponses in the retrieval condition. Separate regressors were constructed
for items that were later recalled and items that were forgotten. Each trial
was treated as an impulse, and these events were convolved with the
standard hemodynamic response function. Linear contrasts were per-
formed to generate SPM maps representing the differences in brain acti-
vation between subsequently recalled items compared with the baseline.
The statistical models contained the six realignment parameters as cova-
riates of no interest. The resulting contrast images were then nonlinearly
normalized to a local, age-representative template (see below). Finally,

the images were affinely aligned to the MNI standard space and
smoothed with an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. All reported coordi-
nates are in MNI space.

Second-level analyses were set up with random-effects models to dis-
play the main effects of the tasks across all 147 participants (i.e.,
encoding-baseline and retrieval-baseline) using one-sample t tests. These
were corrected for multiple comparisons using the FWE rate at p � 0.05.
Two-sample t tests were used to test group differences between successful
and average older participants in the encoding-baseline and retrieval-
baseline contrasts. An uncorrected statistical threshold of p � 0.001 and
an extent threshold of 10 contiguous voxels were used for these contrasts.
Significant clusters were localized with automated anatomical labeling
(Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Finally, for ROI analyses, brain-behavior
correlations, and visualization of results, median BOLD effect sizes were
extracted across significant clusters and across a hippocampus (HC)
mask generated from our sample template with FreeSurfer software
(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). Voxel-level BOLD effects were
calculated using the formula ([�Encoding � �Baseline]/�Constant) � 100,
where the �s are the regression coefficients for the encoding and baseline
experimental conditions from the first-level analyses and �Constant is the
mean intensity across the session. Values were then averaged across the
extent of the cluster for each participant and entered into SPSS statistics
software for testing. For the ROI analyses, a Bonferroni-corrected statis-
tical threshold was used, which was based on the number of clusters (i.e.,
5: 0.05/5 � 0.01). SPSS software was also used to test differences in
behavioral data and background variables (one-way unrelated ANOVAs
with Dunnett’s T3 method for multiple comparisons, independent sam-
ple t tests and Pearson’s correlations).

Creation of sample-specific template. The template was created from
high-resolution T1 images of 292 healthy individuals (51% female) ages
25– 81 years (mean, 60.5 � 13.1) selected from the imaging cohort (n �
375 in total). Participants were omitted from the template if they did not
meet performance criteria on the scanner task (n � 63), did not perform
the scanner task (n � 10), had reported health problems or visible brain
pathologies (n � 2), or were structural outliers (n � 8). Structural out-
liers were defined by the “Sample Homogeneity” function in the voxel-
based morphometry (VBM) toolbox for SPM8. The T1 images of the
selected participants were segmented (using the “New Segment” option
in SPM8), and the resulting gray and white matter partitions averaged to
a mean template using the DARTEL toolbox (Ashburner, 2007). Subject-
specific deformation parameters to the mean template were then com-
puted and the inverse of these applied to each participant’s structural
image. These warped images were again averaged to a new mean tem-
plate and the procedure was iterated six times in total, resulting in a
final sample-representative template.

Multimodal imaging analyses. The coregistered structural T1-weighted
images were preprocessed with the VBM toolbox in SPM8. They were
segmented (with the “New Segment” option), normalized to the sample-
specific template, and smoothed with an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
After modulation, in which individual volumetric information was rein-
troduced after normalization by multiplying with the Jacobian determi-
nants, the images were entered as covariates of no interest in an
ANCOVA model in the biological parametric mapping (BPM) toolbox
(Casanova et al., 2007), with the fMRI data as the primary modality. A
separate preprocessing was performed on the functional data (following
the above-described procedures), specifying the voxel size to match the
resolution of the structural data. BPM employs the same general linear
model approach as SPM, but allows each voxel to have a different design
matrix based on each participant’s gray matter voxel values. The results
from such an analysis can be interpreted as reflecting group differences in
brain activation that cannot be accounted for by differences in local gray
matter volume. The results were thresholded at p � 0.001 (uncorrected).

DTI data. The DTI-weighted data were preprocessed and subjected to
a tract-based analysis using the University of Oxford’s Center for Func-
tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB) software li-
brary (Wakana et al., 2003) package (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl),
specifically tract-based spatial statistics (Smith et al., 2006). Exact proce-
dures were described previously (Salami et al., 2012a). In brief, mean
fractional anisotropy (FA) values for 12 white matter tracts were ex-
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tracted for each participant by averaging across the length of the tract and
across hemispheres. Tracts were defined according to JHU ICBM-
DTI-81 white matter labels, which are included in the FMRIB software
library atlas tools (Wakana et al., 2003), and the following were included
in the analyses: genu, body, and splenium of the corpus callosum, cingu-
lum, corona radiata, corticospinal tract, external and internal capsule,
superior/inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, superior longitudinal fas-
ciculus, sagittal striatum, and the uncinate fasciculus. Group differences
between the successful and average older participants were tested in SPSS
statistics software using a multivariate ANOVA. Due to poor image qual-
ity, two participants were excluded from DTI analyses (one successful
and one average participant).

Results
Classification outcome
The application of the statistical classification method on the
longitudinal Betula Samples 1 and 3 (n � 1561) resulted in 22%
successful agers, 67% average individuals and 11% decliners,
which approximates the percentages reported in our previous
study (Josefsson et al., 2012). In the subset of individuals that
comprised our imaging sample (n � 292 from Samples 1 and 3),
the proportion of successful agers was 25%; 7% were classed as
decliners and the remaining 68% had average cognitive develop-
ment. The slight differences might reflect the fact that the imag-
ing sample was more selected, although it is important to
remember that the imaging participants were defined in rela-
tion to the full population-based samples.

After the exclusion procedures and selection of age-matched
controls (described in Materials and Methods), the resulting
groups consisted of 51 successful agers (mean age, 68.8 � 7.1
years) and 51 average-classed elderly. The cognitive development
across 20 years for each age cohort within the successful and
average groups can be seen in Figure 1. Note that, consistent with
previous longitudinal reports (Schaie, 1994; Rönnlund et al.,
2005), the expected age-related memory decline in the average
group only becomes evident after the age of 60 – 65 years.

Group-level cognitive variables are shown in Table 1, which
additionally displays demographics and scores for the young ref-
erence group. Overall, the two older groups differed significantly
on both initial memory performance and slope of memory
change over time (Table 1). Note that the difference in slope was
observed despite the wide within-group age range and the inclu-
sion of individuals younger than 65 years, who are not expected
to have experienced age-related cognitive decline. In these

younger age groups, successful individuals mainly differed from
average individuals by having a more positive rate of change (Fig.
1). The positive slopes are likely driven by retest effects that are
typical for longitudinal datasets (Rönnlund et al., 2005). There-
fore, the values of the slopes reported here should not be inter-
preted literally. Nevertheless, the slope for the average group,
�0.084, was very close to the mean attrition-corrected slope for
all individuals in the full population-based sample: �0.078 (age-
cohorts, 65–70 years, n � 361). This confirms the representative-
ness of the individuals selected into the average control group.
Overall, there was a significant improvement in cognitive scores
across time for the successful group (t(50) � 4.94, p � 0.001,
paired samples t test), whereas the average group displayed a
significant decrease (t(50) � 2.41, p � 0.05). In addition, note that
the lack of group differences between successful and average in-
dividuals on a global cognitive screening measure, the Mini-
Mental State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975), indicates that
the average group by no means was cognitively impaired despite
the decline in episodic memory performance.

Scanner task performance
As can be seen in Table 1, task accuracy of successful agers was
slightly higher than that of average agers, although the difference
was not significant. There was no difference in reaction times
(RTs). Young participants performed better than both older
groups both in terms of accuracy and RTs (all statistics are re-
ported in Table 1).

Functional imaging
Across all 147 participants, similar to what was found previously
for other subsamples (Kauppi et al., 2011; Salami et al., 2012b),
the face–name task engaged a widespread network of brain areas
typical for episodic memory tasks, including the occipital, pari-
etal, frontal, and temporal areas and the cerebellum (for
encoding- and retrieval-related activations, see Fig. 2). In addi-
tion, there was robust activation of bilateral HC in all three
groups (for encoding-related HC activation, see Fig. 3A). Con-
trasting the successful and the average older participants for epi-
sodic encoding relative to baseline showed that successful agers
had stronger activation in several regions (Table 2), notably in the
left PFC and the left HC. No regions showed significantly higher
activation in average participants compared with successful ag-
ers. For the retrieval-baseline contrast, no areas were found in
which successful agers displayed increased activation relative to
average controls. The reverse retrieval contrast (average �
successful) produced one significant cluster (280 mm 3) in the
ventral/medial PFC (BA 11; peak x, y, z � 8, 32, �30; t � 4.15,
p � 0.001). This effect was driven by higher baseline-related
activation in the successful relative to the average older group
and will not be discussed further. No differences in either
direction were seen in the MTL during retrieval.

To facilitate interpretation of the observed differences be-
tween the successful and average agers, their encoding-related
activation (median parameter estimates) across the left HC and
PFC clusters was extracted and compared with the activation of a
young reference group. First, in the left HC, young participants
had a comparable degree of activation to that of successful older
subjects, but they differed from average older subjects (F(1,94) �
8.08, p � 0.005; Fig. 3B). This indicates that successful agers had
preserved HC activation in this cluster relative to young partici-
pants, whereas the average older individuals failed to reach the
activation levels of the young group. Second, across the four PFC
clusters (Fig. 4), the response of the successful agers was compa-

Figure 1. Longitudinal memory change. Average memory slopes for each age cohort in the
successful and average older groups. n � 6 –16 for age cohorts 55–75 years of age at last
measurement; the 80-year-old cohorts contained one average and three successful older par-
ticipants. Episodic memory scores represent a composite of five episodic memory tasks (maxi-
mum � 76).
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rable to that of young participants in three of the clusters (Fig. 4,
clusters b–d) and significantly higher in the left inferior frontal clus-
ter (F(1,94) � 11.32, p � 0.001; Fig. 4, cluster a). Comparing average
older with young participants, the group difference did not reach
Bonferroni-corrected significance levels in any peak (although p �
0.012 for cluster c, Fig. 4). Therefore, the results for the frontal cortex
were more mixed, but in none of the clusters did the activation levels
of successful agers show an age-related decrease relative to the young
group.

Due to inequalities in gender proportions and educational
attainment across groups (Table 1), BOLD responses from the
HC and frontal clusters were also examined in relation to possible
effects of gender and education. Across all 83 female and 64 male
subjects included in the analyses, there was no significant gender
effect on HC or PFC activations (all p � 0.10). Education was
significantly correlated with activation in the HC only (r � 0.18,
p � 0.05). However, this effect did not remain significant when

controlling for age (partial correlation; r � 0.14, p � 0.10). We
also replicated the results in the two left PFC clusters, the ACC,
and the left HC when rerunning the encoding contrast between
successful and average older participants but only including
items that were subsequently correctly remembered (Fig. 5).
Therefore, the results were not primarily driven by differences in
scanner task accuracy.

Brain-behavior correlations
Next, scanner task accuracy and mean RT were correlated with
degree of activation across all 102 participants in the two older
groups to investigate whether brain activation contributed signif-
icantly to memory performance. Of our five ROIs, there was a
significant correlation with task accuracy only in the left HC clus-
ter (r � 0.33, p � 0.001; all four frontal clusters, p � 0.10). The
correlation was comparable in size in both groups, but only sig-
nificant in the average older group (average older: r � 0.32,
p � 0.05; successful older: r � 0.25, p � 0.079). No significant
correlations between RT and brain activation were observed
within or across groups (all p � 0.10), indicating the absence of
time-on-task effects in these areas. We also investigated the rela-
tion between chronological age and brain activation across both
groups, which revealed a significant negative correlation in the
left HC (r � �0.32, p � 0.05; all frontal clusters, p � 0.10). Again,
the correlations were comparable in magnitude but only reached
significance in the average older group (r � �0.32, p � 0.05;
successful older: r � �0.21, p � 0.143).

Structural imaging
We next investigated whether the brain activation differences
between the successful and average older groups could be driven
by differences in brain anatomy, specifically loss of structural
integrity in the average group. Using BPM, in which structural
T1-weighted images are included as covariates in the func-
tional analyses in a voxel-by-voxel manner, we replicated the
group differences in the PFC and HC. This result indicated that
the functional differences were not driven by smaller gray matter
volumes in the average participants. Instead, the BPM analysis
resulted in a larger extent of the left HC cluster (from 240 to 667
mm 3) and revealed two additional clusters in the right MTL
(right parahippocampal gyrus: peak x, y, z � 31, �16, �23, t �
3.69; right HC: x, y, z � 25, �10, 16; t � 3.38), in which successful
agers had increased activation relative to average agers. The cause
of this difference was investigated post hoc by extraction of gray

Table 1. Participant demographics and cognitive characteristics

SO AO Y F

p-values

SO versus AO SO versus Y AO versus Y

Demographics
n 51 51 45 — — —
Age (years) 68.8 (7.1) 68.8 (6.9) 35.3 (7.1) 352.85 NS �0.001 �0.001
Gender (F/M) 38/13 23/28 22/23 �2 � 10.49 0.002 0.01 NS
Education (years) 14.4 (4.4) 12.1 (4.7) 15.3 (2.6) 7.97 0.042 NS 0.001

Cognitive scores
MMSE 28.6 (1.4) 28.1 (1.5) 28.6 (1.2) 1.59 NS NS NS
Baseline memory 46.0 (7.5) 37.7 (5.5) 44.8 (8.9) 22.36* �0.001 �0.001 NS
Latest memory 49.8 (6.9) 36.2 (6.4) 44.8 (8.9) 43.36 �0.001 0.01 NS
Slope 0.23 (0.29) �0.08 (0.24) — 36.16 �0.001 — —
Scanner task accuracy 15.7 (2.8) 14.4 (2.9) 18.2 (3.0) 20.58 0.072 �0.001 �0.001
Scanner task RT 2.6 (0.3) 2.7 (0.3) 2.2 (0.3) 26.67 NS �0.001 �0.001

Figures are group means with SDs shown in parentheses. Baseline memory was measured in 1988 –1995 for the older groups and in 2008 –2010 for the younger groups. Latest memory score and MMSE were measured approximately 9
months before scanning. Baseline and latest memory scores of the young were identical due to only one measurement. Slope represents linear change in memory scores over 15–20 years.

SO indicates successful older; AO, average older; Y, young; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; NS, not significant.

*Controlling for age when entering the study.

Figure 2. Main effects of encoding and retrieval. Shown are brain areas that were engaged
during episodic encoding and retrieval, respectively, compared with the baseline task, across all
three groups (n � 147). Results are displayed at a FWE-corrected threshold of p � 0.05.
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matter volume values from the segmented and normalized struc-
tural images using the MTL clusters from the BPM analyses as
masks. Successful agers were found to have smaller gray matter
volumes in these areas than average participants (Table 3), but for
the clusters in left HC and right parahippocampal gyrus, the dif-
ference did not remain significant after adding gender into the
statistical model (p � 0.281 and 0.168, respectively). For the right
HC cluster in the BPM analyses, the group difference in volume
remained after controlling for gender (F(1,98) � 4.46, p � 0.05).
We also investigated group differences in white matter integrity
measured with DTI across 12 white matter tracts specified in the
Materials and Methods section. There were no significant differ-
ences in average FA values between the two older groups, as as-
sessed with a multivariate ANOVA (including gender as a factor),
Pillai’s trace (F(12,85) � 1.41, p � 0.176). Group-level FA values
are given in Table 4.

Separating the contributions of level and slope
Because our successful and average aging groups differed both on
initial level and change in cognitive scores, it could be argued that
the observed group differences in BOLD signal could have been
driven mainly by the difference in initial level. We therefore per-
formed two sets of additional analyses to clarify the contribution
of initial level and slope to the observed group differences in brain
activation. First, we selected subgroups of successful and average
elderly participants matched on initial level. The age range of
these subgroups was restricted to 65 years and older, because this
is the age range during which memory decline can be expected.
The resulting groups comprised 25 individuals each, with the
successful agers being slightly, but not significantly, older (72.7 vs

70.5 years; t(48) � 1.68; p � 0.1). The groups did not differ in
initial memory level (successful older: 40.0, SD � 5.0; average
older: 39.6, SD � 2.6; t(48) � 0.28, p � 0.78). They did, however,
differ on slope of memory change (successful older: 0.33, SD �
0.30; average older: �0.21, SD � 0.20), t(48) � 7.5, p � 0.001).
Longitudinal cognitive scores can be seen in Figure 6A. Figure 6B
displays group differences in encoding-related BOLD signal in
the clusters of interest from the original analysis. As can be seen
from the figure, the subgroups differed significantly in all clusters
(with t ranging from 2.4 to 2.9, all p � 0.05). On a whole-brain
level, at p � 0.005 (uncorrected), there was also a significant HC
cluster overlapping with the cluster from the original analysis
(Fig. 6C). In addition, the remaining successful older participants
who were initially high performing (n � 13, 65 years or older) did
not differ from the initially lower-performing successful individ-
uals in any cluster (all p � 0.4). However, the high-performing
successful group did differ from the average individuals with high
initial levels in three of the clusters (HC, anterior cingulate, and
right PFC, p � 0.05), which approached significance in the larger
left PFC cluster (�42, 34, 4; p � 0.083).

Second, we performed a set of hierarchical regression analyses
on the individual BOLD values to investigate whether both the
slope and initial level of cognitive performance contributed to
brain activation in each of the clusters observed in our main
analysis. All participants across the successful and average older
groups were included in these analyses (n � 102). Because chro-
nological age was correlated with initial level of cognitive perfor-
mance (r � �0.52, p � 0.001), we controlled for age in these
regressions by entering it before initial level and slope. Among the
102 participants included in our imaging analyses, there was no
correlation between slope and initial level (r � 0.0, p � 0.997), in
contrast to our full sample of 1561 individuals. In the regression
analyses, we entered initial level before slope to investigate
whether slope explained a significant proportion of the variance
after accounting for initial level. The results indicated that for the
left HC cluster, although age accounted for a significant propor-
tion of the variance (R 2 � 0.06, p � 0.05), the initial level failed to
reach significance when entered after age (R 2 change � 0.024,
p � 0.108). Slope, however, did explain a significant proportion
of the remaining variance in HC BOLD signal (R 2 change �
0.048, p � 0.05). The same pattern of results emerged for the
anterior cingulate cluster (except for age not reaching signifi-
cance, p � 0.087; initial level R 2 change � 0.024, p � 0.117; slope
R 2 change � 0.062, p � 0.05). For all of the three lateral PFC

Figure 3. Group differences in HC recruitment during encoding. Shown are the HC BOLD signal changes from the encoding– baseline contrast for the entire HC formation (A) and the left HC cluster
from the group contrast between successful and average older participants (B). The HC activation in A was calculated within left and right HC masks generated with FreeSurfer software. B displays
a coronal slice at y � �18 and a sagittal slice at x � �27. Error bars represent � 1 SEM.

Table 2. Brain regions more recruited by the successful agers compared with
average agers during episodic encoding

Side Region BA x y z
Volume
(mm 3) t

Right Cerebellum 30 �72 �36 376 3.89
Left Inferior frontal gyrus 45 �42 34 4 1368 3.81
Right Occipital 18/19 42 �88 8 81 3.80
Left Inferior frontal gyrus 44 �50 10 30 648 3.78
Right Cerebellum 2 �76 �34 224 3.76
Left HC �30 �14 �16 240 3.58
Right Anterior cingulate 32 10 30 30 120 3.57
Right Supplementary motor area 6 4 14 68 80 3.56
Right Inferior frontal gyrus 45 54 32 20 80 3.47

Coordinates are in MNI space.
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clusters, both slope and initial level significantly predicted BOLD
signal variance (left PFC �42, 34, 4: initial level R 2 change �
0.078, p � 0.005, slope R 2 change � 0.047 p � 0.05; left PFC �50,
10, 30: initial level R 2 change � 0.059, p � 0.05, slope R 2

change � 0.039, p � 0.05; right PFC 54, 32, 20: initial level R 2

change � 0.042, p � 0.05, slope R 2 change � 0.042, p � 0.05).
Therefore, these analyses indicate that it is mainly differences in
slope that account for BOLD signal variance in the HC and ante-
rior cingulate clusters identified in the main analyses of successful
and average older adults. For the lateral frontal clusters, both
initial level and slope accounted for significant proportions of the
variance in BOLD signal.

Discussion
We used a classification procedure (Josefsson et al., 2012 based
on Little, 1995) to identify successfully aged individuals in a lon-
gitudinal, population-based sample (n � 1561) followed for
15–20 years. Correcting for selective attrition by pattern-mixture
modeling (Little, 1995) allowed us to define successful aging rel-
ative to the average cognitive development in each age cohort of
our sample. Great care was taken in formulating the definition so
that cognitive performance across the entire longitudinal mea-
surement period was taken into account and that psychometric

Figure 4. Group differences in frontal recruitment during encoding. Clusters a and b were located in left inferior frontal gyrus, cluster c in the anterior cingulate cortex, and cluster d in right inferior
frontal gyrus (peak voxels, a: �42, 34, 4; b: �50,10,30; c: 10, 30, 30; d: 54, 32, 20). Error bars represent � 1 SEM.

Figure 5. Replicationoffindingswhenonlyconsideringcorrectlyrecalleditems.Sagittal(top)and
transverse (bottom) slices depicting overlap between the original encoding contrast for successful
above average older participants (in red), overlaid with an event-related analysis of the same contrast
only using subsequently correctly remembered items (green). Yellow areas show overlap between
the analyses, notably two clusters in the left PFC, the anterior cingulate cortex, and the left HC. Both
contrasts are displayed at the same statistical significance level ( p � 0.001, uncorrected).

Table 3. Mean gray matter volume

Cluster Successful older Average older Cluster size

Right parahippocampal gyrus 48.5 (4.7) 50.7 (5.3) 92
Right HC 15.9 (1.6) 17.0 (2.0) 27
Left HC 384.9 (33.2) 397.4 (41.3) 667

Data are expressed in cubic millimeters with SDs shown in parentheses. Cluster size denotes the total size of the
cluster in the functional analyses. The values for each group are the proportion of gray matter within the total cluster.

Table 4. Mean FA values with SDs in parentheses

White matter tract Successful older Average older

Corpus callosum, genu 0.635 (0.034) 0.650 (0.027)
Corpus callosum, body 0.642 (0.037) 0.650 (0.036)
Corpus callosum, splenium 0.785 (0.022) 0.794 (0.028)
Cingulum 0.556 (0.038) 0.565 (0.031)
Corona radiata 0.452 (0.029) 0.461 (0.026)
Corticospinal tract 0.590 (0.027) 0.597 (0.032)
External capsule 0.453 (0.026) 0.459 (0.028)
Internal capsule 0.590 (0.024) 0.602 (0.022)
Superior/inferior fronto-occipital fasciculi 0.522 (0.033) 0.533 (0.025)
Superior longitudinal fasciculus 0.486 (0.026) 0.494 (0.023)
Sagittal striatum 0.526 (0.033) 0.538 (0.025)
Uncinate fasciculus 0.516 (0.042) 0.533 (0.036)
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artifacts did not induce bias. The resulting successful aging group
had on average a higher initial level of cognitive performance, as
well as a more positive trajectory over time, than individuals
classified as average. The higher than average initial level is par-
tially a consequence of the way we defined our groups, but it has
previously been suggested that those with high initial cognitive
ability might experience less cognitive decline in aging (Richards
et al., 2004, but see also Gow et al., 2012). However, because of the
statistical tendency for higher-performing individuals to decline
in our dataset, we are not in a strong position to answer the
question of whether age is kinder to the initially more able
(Thompson, 1954). However, we are confident that, because our
successful individuals resisted the general tendency for high-
performers to decline, they are truly successfully aged. In addi-
tion, our longitudinal data allowed us to consider potential
differential effects of initial level and change in cognitive perfor-
mance on brain activation, which are at risk of being confounded
in cross-sectional studies.

Regarding the brain characteristics of successful aging, our
results showed that maintenance of high episodic memory per-
formance across 15–20 years was related to higher HC and frontal
activation during episodic memory encoding, than for age-
matched controls with a typical trajectory of age-related memory
change. In a subregion of the left anterior HC, successful agers
had activation levels comparable to those of young individuals,
whereas the average older participants had significantly lower
activation than young participants. This pattern suggests that
successful agers are spared from, or have suffered less, age-related
reduction of HC function. The observed group differences are
not likely to be driven solely by preexisting differences in HC
function or memory performance from younger age, because the
brain activation differences remained when matching subgroups
on initial level of memory. In addition, our regression analyses
indicated that only slope of cognitive change, not initial level,
explained a significant proportion of variation in HC BOLD sig-
nal. Given the importance of the MTL for episodic memory
(Squire et al., 2004), this finding of HC preservation likely ac-
counts, at least partially, for the resistance of the successful aging
group to age-related memory decline.

Reduced HC activation is commonly found in low-
performing elderly (Daselaar et al., 2003; Persson et al., 2012), but
it has not been established that the successfully aged are spared
from such changes. Our findings converge with a recent study

characterizing successful aging as having a brain activation pat-
tern similar to young individuals (Düzel et al., 2011). However,
our study is the first to show HC preservation using a definition
based on longitudinal cognitive change. These results also sup-
port a recent proposal that maintaining youth-like brain charac-
teristics is one mechanism behind successful cognitive aging
(Nyberg et al., 2012). Furthermore, our findings suggest that,
even in those elderly with the most typical trajectory of cognitive
change, without substantial loss, there is some reduction in HC
function. Findings regarding HC function in aging have been
inconsistent (Eyler et al., 2011) and sometimes no reduction in
HC function is seen in elderly samples (Persson et al., 2011). In
light of our findings, the latter type of outcome may stem from a
study sample biased toward successfully aged, and/or not includ-
ing very old individuals (Salami et al., 2012b). This underscores
the importance of carefully characterizing the study sample with
regard to cognitive status in aging studies, and especially the im-
portance of including longitudinal measurements of cognitive
function.

Regarding the frontal activation differences, our findings rep-
licate and extend previous cross-sectional studies showing more
pronounced PFC activation in high-performing than in low-
performing older individuals during episodic memory tasks
(Cabeza et al., 2002; Rosen et al., 2002) and cognitive tasks in
general (Eyler et al., 2011). Commonly, higher PFC activation in
high-performing elderly has been interpreted as compensatory
(Cabeza et al., 2002; Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, 2008; Eyler et al.,
2011), having arisen in response to unfavorable age-related
brain-cognition changes (Greenwood, 2007). Although this in-
terpretation cannot be ruled out, lack of frontal activation–per-
formance and activation–age correlations in our data makes it
precarious. Compensatory activation would be expected to cor-
relate with age, assuming that more detrimental changes that
require more compensation are acquired with age. An alternative
explanation is that successful agers have had a better frontal func-
tion since youth. This would be consistent with a longitudinal
imaging study demonstrating that apparent cross-sectional age-
related increases in frontal activation may be driven by high-
performing elderly, who actually display activation decreases
when followed longitudinally (Nyberg et al., 2010).

Although the frontal activation differences might not reflect
compensation per se, a high frontal responsivity, as found in our
successful agers, could reflect a higher neural capacity (Stern,

Figure 6. Subgroups matched on initial memory level. A, Average longitudinal memory scores for successful and average older subgroups matched on initial memory level (n � 25 per group).
B, Mean BOLD signal change for the matched subgroups for the clusters of interest identified in the encoding– baseline contrast in the full groups. Clusters a–d reflect frontal clusters from Figure 4
(peak voxels, a: �42, 34, 4; b: �50, 10, 30; c: 10, 30, 30; d: 54, 32, 20), whereas HC reflects the HC cluster in Figure 2 B (peak voxel: �30, �14, �16). C, Overlap (in yellow) between HC clusters
from the full group contrast (in red) and a whole-brain contrast of the matched subgroups (thresholded at p � 0.005, in green).
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2009), and might contribute to the preservation of cognitive abil-
ities during the course of aging. In general, neural capacity de-
notes a capability to recruit more neural resources to cope with a
challenging task, and is hypothesized to be a manifestation of
cognitive reserve (Stern, 2009). Interestingly, cognitive reserve is
commonly associated with high educational attainment (Stern,
2009), as was also found in our successful agers (Table 1). Our
previous study identified a number of additional significant pre-
dictors of being classified as a successful ager in relation to our full
population-based sample (Josefsson et al., 2012). These included
female gender, living together with someone, being physically
active, and being a carrier of the met-allele of the COMT gene.
These factors are known to be associated with beneficial effects on
cognitive and brain function (Fratiglioni et al., 2004; de Frias et
al., 2004; Hillman et al., 2008; Andreano and Cahill, 2009; Krach
et al., 2010), which further validates our definition of successful
aging. Our results thus suggest that many factors, some of which
are amendable, may contribute to successful cognitive aging and
that these manifest neurally as high HC and prefrontal function.

Previous successful aging studies have compared successful
individuals with those with decline on global cognitive screening
tests (Yaffe et al., 2009; Rosano et al., 2012), but our study con-
trasted successfully aged with the most average performers on
more sensitive measures of episodic memory ability. Despite this
tight comparison, our findings were robust and could not be
explained by differences in structural brain integrity, gender, ed-
ucation, or differences in scanner task performance. Further, our
results were not solely driven by differences in initial level of
memory performance, as demonstrated by first replicating the
group differences in frontal and HC BOLD response in sub-
groups matched on initial memory level. Second, regression anal-
yses on the individual BOLD values converged to show that
cognitive change also contributed significantly to the observed
group differences. Third, splitting the successful group by initial
level of performance revealed a similar response profile in ini-
tially higher- and lower-performing successful individuals rela-
tive to an initially high-performing average subgroup. These
observations demonstrate that both a high initial level and a more
positive than average slope of cognitive change contribute to the
successful aging brain phenotype found here. Our definition of
successful aging did not include maintenance of low levels of
performance, however. It thus remains to be elucidated whether
our results also generalize to individuals with such a pattern.
Furthermore, in binary classification procedures like the current
one, misclassification of individuals is possible. However, the
large sample size should have minimized the influence of such
validity threats on the overall results. Future studies with longi-
tudinal imaging data will be needed to shed light on the causal
mechanisms behind the differential brain activation pattern ob-
served here.

In conclusion, the present results are noteworthy for several
reasons. First, they highlight the importance of preserved HC and
high frontal function for the maintenance of good memory func-
tion in aging. By including longitudinal measures of cognitive
change in our definition of successful cognitive aging, these re-
sults substantiate and extend previous findings (Cabeza et al.,
2002; Düzel et al., 2011; Eyler et al., 2011). Further, the current
results complement our previous longitudinal imaging findings
that implicate HC dysfunction in cognitive decline (Persson et al.,
2012). This strongly suggests that HC function is a key source of
heterogeneity in cognitive aging trajectories. The findings also
help to delineate the boundaries of what constitutes typical cog-
nitive aging, and therefore have general significance for the cog-

nitive neuroscience of aging. Finally, the study of successful aging
in itself is an important complement to the abundant literature
on age-related cognitive decline. Identifying predictors and neu-
ral correlates of successful cognitive aging might take us one step
closer toward tackling the increased societal burden of an aging
population.
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